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Stress Free Courier Service? 

"AFD Postcode Plus is faster and
more reliable than alternatives
and support is phenomenal"
Jay Bregman - Director of Technology, eCourier Ltd. 

Tom Allason understands pressure. As operations manager at a fast-
growing ship brokerage, he was also responsible for courier
deliveries. In search of reliable service, Tom switched couriers many
times but the result was always the same: misleading information,
aggravation and numerous incidents. Tom realised that conventional
courier companies were fundamentally flawed and the market was
ripe for change.

Jay Bregman, a friend of Tom since University explained: "To find the
location of a vital package from a traditional courier
is like playing Chinese whispers. You call the

telephonist... who asks the co-ordinator... who asks the controller...
who asks the courier... who might not always be 100% truthful. So you
just cross your fingers and hope and with no delivery confirmation.
The result is a huge lack of confidence that couriers will deliver."

Courier Controllers can be under enormous pressure, relying largely
on memory to decide which courier to allocate to a job. One controller
can only manage 20-30 couriers on a circuit. Growth means more
controllers, more co-ordination issues and even greater overheads. In
short, growth makes courier companies less efficient, less effective
and less profitable. 



Jay and Tom set out to change all this and formed eCourier.
After 18 months of intensive research and development in the
USA, Italy, Germany and the UK the ground breaking
proprietary system went live in September 2004. Just nine
months later, with over 70 riders, ECourier is the UK's fastest
growing delivery provider - and its customers are in control. 

Jay: "Around 70 percent of customers book through eCourier
seamlessly online. They instantly know the price and ETA and
the system allocates the courier. Any customer can log on to
view the exact progress and location of their consignments on
a clear map. Total visibility and control are with the customer,
they see what we see - customer stress is virtually eliminated.

Each courier has a handheld
device with a wireless GPS

(Global Positioning system).
They receive the collection
and delivery details via
the device; verbal
contact with the

controller is minimised
and the courier can focus on

riding without interruption
knowing that eCourier and its

customers know exactly where
they are."

Online and call centre systems
are totally integrated and for
both, it is essential to record
the precise collection and

drop off details for
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instant calculation of
cost, to estimate
delivery time, to
allocate the best
available courier - and
to ensure riders have
precise address details.

Jay continued: "eCourier needed a system that would find the
right address either from a postcode or from other address
information in a fast, user friendly way. We chose AFD
Postcode Plus because it enables us to vastly decrease the
time it takes to fill in addresses and speed-up the booking
process - making it actually faster to book online rather than
by phone. We couldn't have built the site without Postcode
Plus and we are very happy with the result. It's tightly
integrated and utilises Ordnance Survey Code Point data to
one metre accuracy. All telephonists also have access to
Postcode Plus and the speed compared to other software is
lightning fast." 

eCourier handles around 500 deliveries per day mainly in
London and within the M25 ring road. The new system will
enable growth to around 700 without increasing office
overhead. With lower internal costs, the best industry rates
can be offered to attract the best couriers - so the customer
gets not only control but even better service.

Jay summed up: "Whether a customer books one courier
booking a year or one hundred per day we have put the
customer in the driver's seat. Post-delivery, our full electronic
reporting makes it easy to allocate costs internally to
departments and clients, or to assess our performance.  Large
city institutions, advertising agencies and law firms are
flocking to eCourier because we make life easy and stress
free. Postcode Plus has played a major role in this and we are
delighted to work with AFD Software to introduce the world's
most innovative courier delivery systems." - Try out eCourier
for yourself. Simply visit: www.ecourier.co.uk

For full details of Postcode Plus go to:
www.afd.co.uk/pcplus
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Tax Band Intelligence

AFD has launched the Tax Band file for
England and Wales. It is designed for
use with Postcode Plus and Names &
Numbers and is especially powerful
when used in conjunction with the
Censation® geodemographic system. 

Tax band data opens up a whole new
dimension for organisations wanting
to understand customers and
prospects or to plan in more detail
because it separately shows the Tax
Band of each property. In public,
private or charity sector; selling
products and services or locating
community provision - the AFD Tax
Band file gives a more precise and
complete understanding because you
can see clearly the relative difference
in value of properties within postcodes.

For further details please contact:

A single postcode can have properties
of very different values. With Tax Band
data these differences are highly visible.

YO25 9TF

sales@afd.co.uk
or call 01624 811711

Tax Band A
Tax Band B
Tax Band C
Tax Band D
Tax Band E
Tax Band F
Tax Band G
Tax Band H

NEW
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A major MailSaver upgrade includes the new Royal Mail
Mailsort Database 2005 which must be used from Monday 25th
July 2005. In addition MailSaver now supports International
Bulk Mail, Mail Media and E*Pro paperless billing.

'International Bulk Mail'. International mail can now be sorted
for discount in the same process as domestic Mailsort. Simply
choose a preferred and alternative international service
(economy, standard or priority) and MailSaver automatically
extracts and sorts international addresses checking first that the
country name is acceptable to Royal Mail. 

Mail Media is designed for response-led marketing campaigns.
Users get a discount on mail and a reply paid response on up to
10 percent of the original total sent is included. Advance
knowledge of the mailing is needed by Royal Mail.

Royal Mail E*Pro paperless billing system must be used with
Mail Media and International Bulk Mail. MailSaver will produce
the electronic file required by E*Pro.

AFD MailSaver continues to support Mailsort 700; 1400; 120;
Presstream and Lite. AFD will continue to upgrade software as
Royal Mail introduce further changes to pricing such as the
proposed Pricing In Proportion (PIP).

For details of Mailsort services, including International Bulk
Mail, Mail Media and E*Pro, contact your Royal Mail Account
Manager via 0845 7 950 950 or visit the Royal Mail Mailsort
web site at: www.royamail.com/mailsort

AFD MailSaver®

Upgrade

www.afd.co.uk/mailsaver

The Princess Royal, president of Royal Yachting Association
'Sailability' came to name the new 8 berth 46' sailing yacht for
Sailing for the Disabled launched in Douglas, Isle of Man on
Friday April 15th 2005.

As AFD Software is principle sponsor and largest donor to the
charity, the Princess was introduced to AFD Directors Alison
and David Dorricott. David is a keen sailor and until recently
also served on the charity’s management committee  and had
authority to launch Ramsey RNLI lifeboat.

The Princess was flown onto the island by the Royal Air Force

to perform the special
naming ceremony
and sprinkled
champagne over the
bow before being
shown round the
brand new £150,000 boat. She spent almost two hours
meeting 50 members from Manx Sailing for the Disabled.

A ten-fold increase in demand for sailing opportunities led to
the need for the new boat with increased capacity and special
adaptations to accommodate a wide range of disabilities.

Sailing Success!
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Occupancy and
Address Type Indicator

AFD has introduced a special two digit indicator at postcode level to all its
address management solutions.

The occupancy indicator helps identify business / residential or mixed occupancy at
postcode level. This can be useful to couriers or distributors who wish to set delivery
priorities or set pricing according to the type of area.  

The address type indicator helps identify what kind of property level data will be needed
to capture a full address. For example it may need a property name or number or an
apartment name or number. This is useful with street level solutions (such as AFD
Postcode or AFD Plotter) in assisting (say) call centre agents to ask the right kind of
questions when completing address property details.

Together these two new pieces of information provide even more intelligence about the
address you are dealing with - so that you can better target the service you provide to
your contacts - and the good news is, they're free of charge!

OCCUPANCY TYPE INDICATOR 

Numbered (Capture property number) 

Numbered and / or Named (Check for additional information i.e.16b) 

Numbered and / or Named and Likelihood of Multi-Occupancy (As 2. but 

may also have flats or unit number etc)

Named (Capture property name)

Non-Standard Address Format (Caution: address may have no street field,

contain a numbered locality or have multiple street names on the same postcode)  

PO Box (PO Box number, no street address) 

No Property Information (Capture Organisation or Resident name only)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

ADDRESS TYPE

Large User Organisation (Postcode unique to one organisation) 

Small User Organisation (Postcode maybe shared between organisations)

Mostly Organisations (Postcode with mostly organisations, may have some residences) 

Mixed (Postcode with organisation / residential mix) 

Mostly Residential (Postcode is mainly residential) 

Residential (Postcode likely to contain entirley residences)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

NEW



By Phone

©  2005  AFD Software  Ltd.  'AFD',  'AFD  ADDRESS  2000',  'AFD
BANKFINDER’,  'AFD  POCKET  BANKFINDER’,  'CENSATION',  'AFD
MAILSAVER',  'AFD  NAMES & NUMBERS',  'POCKET  NAMES  &  NUMBERS',
'AFD  POSTCODE',  'POCKET  POSTCODE',  'AFD  POSTCODE  2000',
'POSTCODE-EEVERYWHERE’,  'REFINER’,  'ROBOT',  'TRACEMASTER',
'ZIPADDRESS',  'POCKET  ZIPADDRESS',  and  the  Flying  Envelope  Device  are
Registered  Trade  Marks  of  ZipAddress  Ltd.  ROBOT  Technology  is  protected
by  Patent  No  GB2369699.

Other  product  and  company  names  mentioned  may  be  trademarks  of  their
respective  companies.  All  Rights  Reserved.

01624 811711 (Sales)

01624 811712 (HelpDesk)

0800 083 8424 (FREEPHONE Registration)

By Fax

01624 817695

By Email

postcode@afd.co.uk

By Post

AFD Software Ltd
Lough House
Approach Road
Ramsey
ISLE OF MAN
IM8 1RG

Web Site

www.afd.co.uk

Keep  in  touch  with  Postcode  developments  by
visiting  the  AFD  Web  Site  -  where  you  can  try  out
products,  collect  free  software  and  obtain
technical  support.

Contact AFDData News - Q.3/05

In addition to being an AFD director, Alison Dorricott is Chairman &
Director of other AFD Group companies and has particular involvement in
staff recruitment and selection.

Alison's greatest relaxation is ornamental and vegetable gardening. She is
battling Isle of Man winds to create new veg and fruit gardens. With almost
everything grown from seed, the aim is self-sufficiency in vegetables. 

This has been a year of firsts… including first time married (to AFD
Managing Director David), first time company chairman, first time lived on
Isle of Man. Alison wouldn't be drawn on which was the most challenging
of these firsts!

Alison is a linguist 'French and Italian with bits of German, Russian and
Spanish' and has visited most western European countries. She loves the
combination of mountains and skiing and finds God speaks to her through creation. A qualified teacher,
prior to moving to the Island, Alison lived in Newcastle where she set up a leading-edge language centre
at Newcastle University.

IMPORTANT PRODUCT WITHDRAWAL NOTICES 

AFD Postcode: We are proposing to withdraw 16 bit (Windows) Postcode with final release being Q.4/05. Please notify
support@afd.co.uk immediately if you think this will cause any problems to any of your installations.

Please Note: There is currently NO intention to withdraw DOS versions of AFD Postcode.
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Hot Spot Alison Dorricott
- Director

AFD POSTCODE, POSTCODE PLUS OR NAMES & NUMBERS. WHY DO YOU NEED DATA UPDATES?
The latest quarterly update to Postcode includes over 2000 new postcodes and numerous amendments to address
data. Postcode Plus also has over 150,000 new addresses and over 54,000 address amendments. Over 130
new sectors and localities have also been added across our product range. Names & Numbers will include all this
plus the latest updates to residential and business addresses. Out of date data can damage your organisation.

AFD BANKFINDER. WHY DO YOU NEED DATA UPDATES?
Up to date bank details are essential for validating bank, account number and card details. Without updates valid
numbers may be rejected because newly introduced sort codes are absent. With updates you have confidence that
rejected sort codes are in fact incorrect.

Bank administration addresses are constantly changing through consolidation, centralisation, regionalisation and re-
organisation. BankFinder updates track all these and changes ensuring correspondence is sent to the right address.
Also, the re-brand of the Switch debit card to Maestro has made some card ranges obsolete this quarter. Without
updates invalid numbers may be accepted.These changes are included in the latest BankFinder update. To order
updates for any AFD Software solution please call 01624 81171.

AFD strongly recommend that customers update their Postcode products by ordering the latest data update. This
will not only update the major changes and recodings that have taken place since the last update but will also
provide product enhancements.

Fresh data for all the AFD Postcode Range, BankFinder and MailSaver are available now. Updates for Names & Numbers will be
available from August.

AFD's monthly Postcode Ownership Plan (POP) covers all costs (including updates) in a single monthly payment.

See www.afd.co.uk/pop.asp

There have been a number of recent changes to the Royal Mail Postcode Address File (PAF). Statistics and newly-announced
changes to postcodes can be found at:

http://www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews.asp


